Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 13

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. a tool for dental health
4. Letters are left here for mailing.
7. a student in one's class
11. If a festival is public, ___ can go.
12. It has many stories.
14. the top part of the face
16. in spite of that
19. longing for home
22. The class went on a ___ to the museum. (2 words)
26. twice eleven
27. farewell
28. pretend
29. It is helpful in dark places.

Down
2. some person
3. Cars park there.
5. likely to be forgetful
6. Carmen will be twelve on her next ___.
8. okay (2 words)
9. close
10. to stay with a child while the parents are away
13. I watch that show ___ but not often.
15. opposite of nothing
17. It wakes you up. (2 words)
18. where planes take off and land
19. You can get one at a beauty salon.
20. where you can burn logs indoors
21. It can save you from drowning. (2 words)
23. opposite of never
24. There isn't ___ in an empty drawer.
25. Don't go out in the rain ___ an umbrella.